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Church Services for November
5th
11:00am
12th 11:00am
19th 11:00am
26th 11:00am

Morning Prayer
Remembrance, Holy Communion
Morning Prayer
Morning Prayer

illage Car Park::- will be visited by a Bath Fire Engine on Monday 30th October at

V 2pm for a demonstration to the children using the Hall- beware of being blocked in if
you're parked there.... and there may be sirens!

November meeting is the Annual Meeting and will be held in the Village Hall
WI :atThe
7:30pm on Tuesday 14 November.
th
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illage Hall: Saturday Nov 18th - Comedy Night at the Hall starring top class

V comedian/singer/songwriter Mitch Benn (as featured on Radio 4's The Now Show).
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Tickets £12, which includes a fish'n'chip supper, drinks are BYO. Doors open from
7:30, details and tickets from Des Wighton (723060) or your local committee member.
.
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Watch:
N eighbourhood
Firstly: There are two smartly dressed men posing as

Watch:
N eighbourhood
Firstly: There are two smartly dressed men posing as

plumbers who have been offering to survey peoples
bathrooms. Although neither left the bathroom it is surmised
that they were "casing the joint". This was in Middlestoke.
Secondly if you receive insurance documents for a car that you
do not own, keep any paperwork that you may have received
through the post and make contact with the providing insurance
company and Police immediately. This has been a problem for
sometime; people are giving low risk postcode areas as their
home address even though they don't live there. These people
are doing this to insure their vehicles for a substantially lower price in order to defraud the
insurance company and in the long run this could cost honest people more money for their
premiums.
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For an email copy of this Newsletter please could you send your
email address to Peter@Bossom.org
Material for the December issue of the Newsletter to Peter Bossom
(F722688) or Peter@Bossom.org by 16thNovember
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